
Mail that does more - SEAL for Mail

Email, improved with Vereign SEAL - Overview

Mail with Vereign SEAL can do so much more:
 
• Mail that can prove

Each email is individually sealed against the blockchain, 
delivering a much higher standard of proof than traditional 
registered mail with all the convenience of email itself.

• Mail that can archive
Each email and all attachments are broken into encrypted 
fragments that are stored in the Interplanetary File System, a 
decentralised swarm of peer to peer storage. Censorship 
resistant, protected against manipulation.

• Mail that can sign
Due to the high standard of proof and archival, digital 
signatures on most contracts are fast and convenient by 
email. Just seal the respective messages including contract 
and expressed intent of acceptance and signing.

• Mail that can share
SEALs can be shared as image or link across any medium, 
sharing the original content and evidentiary value.

• Mail that can protect
Sealing your messages protects your name and reputation  
against impersonation and social phishing attacks. 

vereign.com/seal/mail

Vereign SEAL for Mail comes natively integrated with add-ins 
into Microsoft Outlook, M365 and Google Mail on Chrome. It 
is universally usable from any client or device by simply adding 
seal@vereign.com to the recipients of an email you want to 
seal against the blockchain.



At corporate level, SEAL for Mail provides an elegant solution 
to a variety of use cases that previously required their own, 
dedicated systems and support staff, such as

• Registered mail
• Revision secure email archival
• Electronic signature and acceptance management

Value added Service Opportunity

Traditional trusted service providers, such as post offices, 
banks, certificate authorities, but also accounting and other 
enterprise sofware vendors can leverage their well deserved 
reputation and use SEAL for Mail to add value in the 
decentralised data economy.

Powered by SEAL Verifiable Data Credentials

Vereign SEAL for Mail is powered by SEAL Verifiable Data 
Credentials, a technology layer that combines the versatility of 
QR codes with decentralized applications, storage and 
ledgers. Modern cryptography protects both the data and 
applications, making SEAL extremely tamper resistant, with no 
central data bases or applications to compromise.

More information about Verifiable Data Credentials and its 
other use cases is available at https://vereign.com/seal. 
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Professionally Supported

Vereign SEAL for Mail is available as fully supported product 
including guaranteed security updates, assured response and 
resolution times.

Vereign also offers the whole range of professional services, 
including integration, consultancy, development, and training.

Contact sales@vereign.com or call +41 41 541 50 63 to let us 
know how our team of experts can support you.
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